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Abstract—Orthogonal frequency-divisionmultiplexing (OFDM)
passive optical network (PON) has been considered to be a
promising next-generation broadband wired access solution.
However, based on the current tree-based architecture, existing
OFDM PON systems face severe challenges when increasing the
scalability and data-rate performance. In this paper, we propose
a high-performance virtual-tree orthogonal frequency-division
multiple access PON system (VTOPS). With the virtual-tree archi-
tecture and coupled with the use of inexpensive direct modulation,
VTOPS features high reliability, scalability, spectrum efficiency,
and cost effectiveness all at once. For governing the flexible/fair
access and dynamic allocation of bandwidth, VTOPS incorporates
a rate-based medium access control (MAC) scheme. The MAC
scheme performs dynamic rate adjustment using a neural-fuzzy
system. By adjusting the system parameters, the MAC scheme can
achieve a wide range of delay and fairness performance under a
variety of traffic patterns. Finally, we show both theoretical and
experimental results to demonstrate that, by applying the power
pre-emphasis algorithm and adaptive subchannel modulation,
VTOPS achieves 40 Gb/s downlink and 40 Gb/s uplink transmis-
sions, using low-cost 10 GHz directly modulated lasers.

Index Terms—Direct modulation, medium access control
(MAC), orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA),
passive optical network (PON).
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I. INTRODUCTION

T O support bandwidth-hungry applications and to seam-
lessly provide a multitude of broadband services over an

IP network, passive optical networks (PONs) [1], [2]—with im-
mense bandwidth and low-cost fiber infrastructure—have been
considered to be one of the most promising broadband access
solutions. A PON is a point-to-multipoint tree-structured net-
work, where the optical line terminal (OLT) at the central of-
fice is connected to a number of optical network units (ONUs)
at end user premises via a passive optical device. Serving as the
ultimate broadband wired access solution, next-generation PON
systems are expected to provide high scalability and bandwidth
(e.g., 40 Gb/s and beyond) at reasonably low cost.
Recently, there have been significant developments of three

classes of PON systems: time-division multiple access (TDMA)
[1], [2], wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) [1], [2], and
orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) [1],
[3]–[5]. In these systems, while downstream data are simply
broadcast from OLT to all ONUs, upstream data from ONUs
to OLT are multiplexed in the domain of time, wavelength, fre-
quency, or the combination of earlier. To this end, PON sys-
tems are equipped with medium access control (MAC) to ensure
collision-free access of upstream bandwidth and to provide dy-
namic bandwidth allocation, ultimately to achieve access fair-
ness and maximal throughput.
In a TDMA PON, the transmission is based on the simple

nonreturn-to-zero ON–OFF keying (NRZ-OOK) modulation.
However, the increasing demand for ultrahigh data rates of
Gb/s poses real challenges to the current designs of TDM PON
systems. First, to increase the NRZ-OOK data rate, the tradi-
tional tree-and-branch architecture creates power budget (re-
ceiver sensitivity) and scalability problems resulting from the
high insertion loss of the splitter. To combat the problems, cur-
rent systems have to use expensive optical amplification de-
vices (semiconductor optical amplifier or erbium-doped fiber
amplifier). Second, to support a transmission rate of Gb/s,
TDMA PON systems require expensive and sophisticated high-
speed optical components (e.g., laser, external modulator, and
burst-mode receiver). Third, because the fiber chromatic disper-
sion (CD) tolerance degrades in proportion to the square of the
bandwidth, supporting a data rate of Gb/s severely limits
the fiber transmission distance.
Contrastingly, a WDM PON system uses a multiplexer/de-

multiplexer at the distribution end, thereby allowing a dedicated
wavelength to be allocated to each ONU, and achieving su-
perior per-user throughput. Nevertheless, WDM PON systems
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face their own set of challenges. First, a WDM PON system has
to satisfy the colorless requirement, namely transmitting on a
designated wavelength without using a color-specific device. To
meet the need, existing technologies include the use an optical
tunable laser at eachONU, or the provision of a wavelength-spe-
cific light source by OLT. Both techniques are unfortunately
overly complex and expensive, thus remaining a technical bot-
tleneck. Furthermore, such a design yields inflexible bandwidth
allocation on a subwavelength granularity basis, which gives
rise to a scalability problem. From these aforementioned con-
siderations, it is apparent that to provide high bandwidth and
scalability while keeping costs reasonably low, the architecture
and implementation of current PON systems need to be funda-
mentally redesigned.

II. OFDMA-PON CHALLENGES

Thanks to advances in digital signal processing technology,
one such prominent candidate for next-generation PONs is
OFDMA-PON [1], [3], [5], [6]. Orthogonal frequency-divi-
sion multiplexing (OFDM) PON systems achieve high data
rates by adopting higher order quadrature-amplitude modu-
lation (QAM) for each subcarrier. OFDM is known for its
high spectral efficiency, which brings a benefit of a lower
optical-component bandwidth requirement [5]. For example,
based on 16 QAM, one can achieve a 40 Gb/s data rate by
using a low-bandwidth 10 GHz optical transceiver. Due to the
lower bandwidth usage, as a result, the optical OFDMA system
not only increases the transmission data rate in a cost-effective
manner, but it is also more immune to both CD and polar-
ization mode dispersion. Additionally, compared to WDM
PONs, OFDMA PON systems allow far more dynamic and
fine-grained (subcarrier-based) bandwidth allocation.
Despite these advantages over TDM and WDM PONs,

OFDMA PON systems face two hurdles. First, the current
tree topology poses two critical problems. When two lasers
that are physically located at two different ONUs operate
at closely spaced frequencies, their interference creates an
unwanted signal beating noise, called optical-beat-interference
(OBI) noise. The OBI results in severe signal degradation
after the photodetector at the optical receiver end. Qian et
al. [7] proposed a source-free ONU light source to solve
the OBI problem, but at the expense of high complexity and
cost. Furthermore, when a high splitting-ratio splitter is used
to scale up the number of connected ONUs, a tree-topology
OFDMA system undergoes considerable optical power fading
and optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) degradation. Such
OSNR degradation prevents the system from taking advantage
of high-order QAM. Therefore, the current tree-based topology
can be challenging for OFDMA PON systems. At the same
time, such an architecture change brings about the need for
redesigning the existing MAC schemes that cater for tree-based
PON systems.
The second challenge involves the overall system cost. Re-

cently, a number of OFDM PON systems have been proposed
and demonstrated based on the external-modulation technique,
e.g., using Mach–Zehnder modulator (MZM) [8]. MZM-based

approaches generate chirp-free single-sideband [8] optical sig-
nals. As a result, they achieve superior optical transmission per-
formance without the power-fading problem, however, at the
expense of higher cost. A viable cost-effective alternative is the
direct-modulation technique. Examples are distributed feedback
directlymodulated lasers (DML), and electro-absorption-modu-
lated lasers (EML). As opposed to theMZM approach, they gen-
erate positive-chirp double-sideband (DSB) optical signals. Un-
fortunately, after single-mode-fiber (SMF) transmissions, fiber
dispersion and frequency chirp cause each signal sideband to ex-
perience different phase shifts, resulting in severe power fading
[5]. The primary goal of this paper is to design and experiment
with a cost-effective high-performance OFDMA-PON system
(and its MAC scheme) to overcome these two hurdles.
In this paper, we propose a virtual-tree OFDMA PON

system (VTOPS). Rather than using a splitter, VTOPS employs
a remote node (RN) that connects ONUs to OLT via a number
of bypassable circulators in a point-to-point manner, forming a
so-called virtual-tree topology. With the virtual-tree architec-
ture and coupled with the use of inexpensive direct modulation,
VTOPS features high reliability, scalability, spectrum effi-
ciency, and cost effectiveness all at once. In addition, VTOPS
incorporates a rate-based MAC scheme for governing the
flexible/fair access and dynamic allocation of bandwidth. The
scheme embodies dynamic rate adjustment being implemented
by a neural-fuzzy system. The MAC scheme, as will be shown,
achieves low delay and high fairness under a variety of traffic
patterns.
Furthermore, we justify through a theoretical analysis that the

power-fading problem caused by the use of DML/EML can be
effectively overcome by applying a power pre-emphasis algo-
rithm together with adaptive subcarrier modulation. Finally, we
demonstrate both theoretical and experimental results to show
that, VTOPS achieves 40 Gb/s downlink and 40 Gb/s uplink
transmissions, via the same fiber trunk, using a 10 GHz band-
width EML and DML.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

In Section III, we present the architecture of VTOPS. In
Section IV, we describe the neural-fuzzy rate-based MAC
system. In Section V, we provide the theoretical analysis of
DML and EML transmissions. In Section VI, we demonstrate
the experimental setup and results. Finally, concluding remarks
are given in Section VII.

III. VTOPS ARCHITECTURE

VTOPS connects ONUs to OLT through a trunk fiber and
an RN, as shown in Fig. 1. The RN consists of one regular
circulator and three-port bypassable circulators [9] each
of which connects to an ONU via one short section of feeder
fiber. Without looking into the internal structure of the RN,
VTOPS appears to have a tree topology like existing PONs.
However, with the circulators in RN, the system transports
data in a point-to-point manner from OLT to the first, second
ONU sequentially until the last ONU and back to OLT. Such a
topology is referred to as a virtual tree. Notice that, the structure
differs from a ring in that the downstream traffic starts from
OLT and ends at , whereas the upstream traffic starts
from and ends at OLT. Within the RN, if an ONU (and
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Fig. 1. VTOPS architecture.

its feeder fiber) is in working condition, its power detection
circuit checks the power level from the feeder fiber and drives
the corresponding bypassable circulator to the normal mode.
When an ONU or feeder fiber fails, the corresponding bypass-
able circulator is notified of a loss of signal, and switches to the
“bypass” mode.
In VTOPS, the bandwidth is accessed on a frame basis (see

Fig. 1). Each frame is divided into a number of data and con-
trol OFDM subchannels. While the data subchannels carry pay-
load information, the control subchannels convey the assign-
ment map of data subchannels and access-control information.
Each subchannel is further subdivided in the time domain into
slots each of which is an integral number of OFDM symbols
in length. With OFDMA, each ONU can access a number of
slots (per frame) belonging to the same or different subchan-
nels. The allocation of slots for each ONU is governed by its
MAC module described in the next section.
With this virtual-tree topology, downstream and upstream

data flow in VTOPS differently from that in existing PONs.
Basically, both downstream and upstream data follow the
same path within the system. OLT first passes the downstream
OFDM signal to through the regular circulator at the
RN. The ’s MAC module performs downstream traffic
extraction if its MAC address matches with the destination
address. The ONU, then transmits data on a number of slots
according to its MAC, and updates the control subchannels.
Together with the remaining downstream data, the combined
OFDMA signal is modulated and optically transmitted to the
next ONU, . The same operation repeats at and all
downstream ONUs. Finally, when the data reach the last ONU

, the aggregated upstream data are modulated on the
optical transmitter and are transported back to OLT through the
RN and trunk fiber. It is worth noting that in VTOPS, OLT and
the last ONU are required to be equipped with more expensive
EML to facilitate longer distance (20 km) transmissions; and
all other ONUs only need inexpensive DML for transmissions
of a shorter distance (5 km).
The virtual-tree architecture of VTOPS brings about several

significant advantages. First, facilitated with the RN using by-
passable circulators, VTOPS ensures high robustness against
breakdowns and power-offs of ONU’s. Notice that VTOPS is
referred to as a passive system due to the fact that, compared to
active access systems, VTOPS requires relatively small power
to drive bypassable circulators to different modes. Second, be-

cause the signal is electrically regenerated at every ONU, the
signal integrity can be maintained without using amplifiers. As
a result, VTOPS is highly scalable with an increasing ONU
number, and free from the power budget problem. Third, due to
low loss between ONUs, the received signal is of relatively high
OSNR. The fact enables VTOPS to employ high-order QAM
formats and, thus, achieve high spectrum efficiency.
Nevertheless, VTOPS exhibits some disadvantages. First, the

system incurs additional latency from the first to the last ONUs.
However, with 32 ONUs that is 5 km apart from each adjacent
one, the total delay is as small as 0.8 ms, which is tolerable
for real-time applications. Second, for fiber-to-the-home sys-
tems, the ONUs at home may frequently be shut down. For the
downstream data, a sequence of powered-off ONUs (being in
the bypass mode) results in the deterioration of signal integrity.
To solve the problem, a viable solution can be the inclusion of
RF-ONUs that support radio over fiber (RoF) [5]. Notice that,
unlike home ONUs, RF-ONUs are required to remain opera-
tional at all times. This fact brings significant benefit of ensuring
signal integrity.

IV. NEURAL-FUZZY RATE-BASED MAC

In this section, we first introduce the basic neural-fuzzy ap-
proach that is known for resolving nonlinear complex system
problems. We then present the basic rate-based MAC scheme,
and the neural-fuzzy rate-based MAC system at each ONU. Fi-
nally, we demonstrate via simulation results the performance of
the MAC scheme on the access delay and fairness of ONUs as
the functions of major system parameters.

A. Neural-Fuzzy Approach

Pure-fuzzy control [10], which has been used to identify
nonlinear systems, facilitates a reasoning capability by means
of a set of fuzzy if–then rules. The fuzzy rules are usually
obtained by heuristic observations and experiences of human
experts. However, such a pure fuzzy system is impractical for
problems (e.g., a nonlinear inverse problem in our case) where
the fuzzy rules are unattainable. A neural network [11], on the
other hand, is a computational learning model that consists of
an interconnected group of neurons that are updated through
a learning phase until the system reaches its equilibrium
state of the objective function. By combining the strengths
of neural-network’s learning and fuzzy-system’s reasoning,
the neural-fuzzy approach [12]–[14] has been successfully
used to solve complex nonlinear problems [14]. Numerous
neural-fuzzy models [12]–[14] have been proposed. While most
of them feature offline learning under static system scenarios,
the self-constructing neural inference network (SONFIN) [14]
was shown capable of managing dynamic systems. It is, thus,
used as the basic model for our MAC system described next.

B. Neural-Fuzzy Rate-Based MAC System

Recall that the upstream OFDM frames pass from the first
ONU to the last and then to OLT. At each ONU, its MAC
scheme (or module) determines the total number of slots to be
accessed in each frame in accordance with the number of per-
mits the ONU has. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the permits are gener-
ated periodically at a rate, referred to as the permit rate (PR), and
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Fig. 2. Neural-fuzzy rate-based MAC. (a) Neural-fuzzy rate-based MAC
module at . (b) SONFIN-based neural-fuzzy MAC—a global view.

added in the finite-size permit queue. Since the size of the permit
queue (PQS) is finite, new permits arriving to a full permit queue
are lost. Accordingly, the access of slots is solely dependent on
the two system parameters—PR and PQS. The greater the PR
and PQS, the higher the access rate and maximum burst length,
respectively. Each ONU is, then, allowed to transmit slots,
where takes the smaller value between the total number of
permits in the queue and the empty slots in the current frame.
After the transmissions, permits are, then, removed from the
permit queue. Notice that, the number of available permits can
simply be implemented as a counter with an upper limit. Gen-
eration and removal of permits correspond to the addition and
subtraction of the counter, respectively. The key problem that
remains unresolved is the determination of the two system pa-
rameters, PR and PQS.
A higher PR allows an ONU to transmit a greater mean

number of slots, while a higher PQS provides the ONU to
transmit a larger burst of slots within a slot time. Both cases
result in fewer empty slots to be passed and accessed by the
following ONU. Thus, the settings of PR and PQS at each
ONU not only directly affect the throughput and delay perfor-
mance of itself, but also the performance of all ONUs that are
downstream from it. Accordingly, the determination of PR and
PQS has to be considered from a global perspective—with all
ONUs’ system parameters taken into account simultaneously.
Therefore, the real challenge to the design of the MAC system
lies in the joint determination of the permit parameters (PRs
and PQSs) for all ONUs subject to minimizing the delay and
maximizing the throughput of all ONUs simultaneously.
To meet this challenge, we have proposed a SONFIN-based

neural-fuzzy control for each ONU, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b).

Fig. 3. Simulation results ofMAC onmean delay and delay fairness. (a) Impact
of PQS on mean delay and delay fairness. (b) Mean delay under different PQS
settings.

Recall that the mean delay of an ONU is solely dependent
on the PQS and PR of the ONU and all PQSs and PRs of all
preceding ONUs. For example, for , the mean delay
of can be expressed as a function of these parameters,
i.e.,

(1)

Function can be best explained from the system results
shown in Fig. 4(a). For example, for , in
order to achieve a delay is the pink curve shown
in Fig. 4(a). In this example, PR values are the same among all
ONUs.
Assume that PRs/PQSs of all preceding ONUs are made

available at . (Notice that, the set of information can be
passed downstream through OFDM control subchannels). For

with a given , the determination of subject
to meeting the delay requirement becomes an inverse
(nonlinear) problem. That is

(2)

Notice that, by the same token, with a given
can be determined as:

. As will be shown
in the next subsection, the mean delay is as sensitive to the PQS
value as to the PR value. Since PQS is taken as an integer value
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Fig. 4. Simulation results of the neural-fuzzy rate-basedMAC system. (a) PQS
settings for ONUs satisfying different delay requirements. (b) PR/PQS settings
for ONUs satisfying a given delay requirement.

(whereas PR is taken as a real-number value), for simplicity,
we adopt the changing of the PQS value under a fixed PR, in
(2) and throughout the rest of this section.
Therefore, to optimize the PR and PQS values of all ONU

subject to minimizing the delay and achieving delay fairness,
we employ the SONFIN-based neural-fuzzy control to solve
the inverse function in (2) using its learning and reasoning
capabilities. That is, as shown in Fig. 2(b), given a -tuple
input,

is to generate one output, . The determination
of PQS (or PR) operates in two phases: offline pretraining, and
online computation/training. In the offline pretraining phase,
we collect and use a representative set of training data from
simulation results to perform the learning of fuzzy if–then rules.
Each training data include a -tuple input and one output,
as described previously. In the online computation phase, per
every time period, with PRs and PQSs of all ONUs ( and
PQS , for to ) fed into , together with
its and in turn outputs the value.
The values are then used by the MAC module [see
Fig. 2(a)] to manage the number of permits for governing the
slot access within the time period. It is worth noting that, during
the online phase, the SONFIN system continues learning and
adjusting its internal parameters to adapt to the varying traffic
environment.

C. Simulation Results

We first carried out simulation of the basic MAC scheme to
examine the mean delay and delay fairness performance with
respect to different PQS settings and traffic burstiness. (The
rationale behind using different PQS instead of PR settings is
two-fold. First, PQS is an integer value that is simpler for ad-
justment. In addition, system performance is as sensitive to the
PQS settings as to the PR settings.) In the simulations, VTOPS
has ONUs and operates at a rate of 10 Gb/s. All
ONUs share a total of 512 OFDM data-subchannel slots on a
Frame Time basis. Each OFDM slot is 16 bits long, thus making
a Frame Time being 0.8 s (16*512/10G) in length.
Data arrivals for all ONUs are assumed to be identical.

Let represent the aggregate mean offered load (data
slots/Frame Time). Then, the mean offered load from each
ONU, denoted as , is * . The traffic is assumed
busty in nature, following a two-state discrete-time interrupted
Poisson process (IPP). The IPP alternates between high
and low traffic-arrival states per Frame Time. IPP is char-
acterized by four parameters , where is the
probability of changing from state to , and
represents the mean arrival rate at state . The total num-
bers of data slots actually generated at the state follow
the Poisson distribution with the mean arrival rate being equal to

. Accordingly, .
Traffic burstiness is defined to be the ratio of the peak arrival
rate to the mean arrival rate. That is, . In the
simulation, we set: ; and
to 10. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 3.
We first examine the impact of PQS on mean delay (in unit

of frame) and delay fairness. As shown in Fig. 3(a), we ob-
serve a trade-off problem between mean delay and delay fair-
ness. A smaller PQS setting causes longer delay but at-
tains superior delay fairness among all ONUs. Increasing the
PQS (to 3000) effectively reduces the delay, however, at the ex-
pense of delay unfairness. The more downstream the ONU is
located, the poorer delay it receives. The problem deteriorates
under higher burstiness. Focusing on the positive effect, we ex-
amine the mean delay as a function of the PQS. As shown in
Fig. 3(b), the mean delay decreases drastically with an increase
in PQS. The greater the burstiness, the more delay improvement
we achieve. The results in Fig. 3(b) provide useful guidelines on
determining the PQS under a given traffic burstiness such that a
delay requirement can be satisfied.
We then carried out the simulation of the neural-fuzzy MAC

system [see Fig. 2(a)]. The objective is to determine the PQS and
PR values for all ONUs, subject to satisfying a delay require-
ment and delay fairness for all ONUs. For the offline training,
the simulation results from Fig. 3(a) and (b) are fed into the
neural-fuzzy MAC system to perform the learning operation.
The system parameters are given as: the fuzzy measurement

, where the higher value results in higher over-
lapping between fuzzy rules; learning

, where the higher value corresponds to more rules to
be generated; , where the higher value yields
more output clusters to be generated. The overall training is
performed with 50 000 iterations. For the online computation
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Fig. 5. Relative power of subcarriers after 20 km SMF transmission under dif-
ferent ’s.

phase, we increase the learning rate to 0.01 and add forgetting
to adapt to varying traffic conditions. Simulation

results are shown in Fig. 4.
In the first experiment, we give a fixed PR and a delay

(between 5 and 40 Frame Times) to the neural-fuzzy MAC
system as inputs, and receive the corresponding PQS for each
ONU as outputs. In Fig. 4, since the PQS values from ONU-1
to ONU-19 are the same as that of ONU-20, we only display
the PQS results from ONU-20. We discover from Fig. 4(a)
that, under any delay requirement, delay fairness is achieved by
using larger PQS values for more downstream ONUs. The more
stringent the delay requirement , the greater PQS the
downstream ONUs require to achieve the same grade of delay
as the upstream ONUs do. Moreover, as the delay requirement
becomes highly stringent (5–10 Frame Times), increasing the
PQS is no longer doable for some most downstream ONUs.
In the second experiment, we employ a fixed PQS (from 100
to 2000) and a high delay requirement , and receive
the PR outputs from the neural-fuzzy system. We observe in
Fig. 4(b) that the downstream ONUs require greater PR values
to achieve the same delay requirement. The promising results in
Fig. 4(b) show that the neural-fuzzy MAC system successfully
guarantees a delay requirement and delay fairness by using
different PR settings at different ONUs under various PQS
values.

V. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF DML/EML TRANSMISSIONS

In this section, we present a theoretical study on the physical
impairments and penalty induced by DML/EML. Specifically,
we mathematically represent the intensity modulated optical
OFDM signal with positive chirp after modulation and trans-
mission. Based on the analysis, we illustrate how power fading
is mitigated by the pre-emphasis algorithm and the residual
power penalty.
The OFDM signal with subcarriers is expressed as

, where is the subcarrier spacing, and
and are the encoded amplitude and phase information

of the nth subcarrier, respectively. To zero in on the frequency

chirp and dispersion behavior, we consider a simplified linear
E/O model of DML/EML with no bandwidth limitation. There-
fore, the output optical power is proportional to the modulation
signal, which can be expressed, with a proper bias, as

, where is the bias optical power, and is the slope
of E/O conversion. Recall that the optical signal is generated in
the form of the DSB; thus, the bandwidth of the optical OFDM
signal becomes . Moreover, the envelope of the output op-
tical field can be given by [15], where

is the addition phase modulation caused by the amplitude
variation of the modulation signal and can be expressed as

(3)

where is the linewidth enhancement factor of DML/EML
[16]. Using the small signal approximation of with
only the first order of taken into consideration, the optical
field is approximated as

(4)

where , and . After fiber trans-
mission of a distance with the dispersion parameter and no
fiber loss, the optical field given in (4) is added with the disper-
sion-induced phase shift , as

(5)

At the receiver, after the square-law direct detection, the nor-
malized received signal becomes

(6)

where the second order of is omitted. Thus, the th subcarrier
power is proportional to

(7)

which under chirp free can be reduced to
, the well-known formula of power fading

[17]. As opposed to the chirp-free case, a positive intensifies
the power fading. In Fig. 5, we show the subcarrier power
in (7) after 20 km standard SMF transmission. Clearly, the
positive chirp results in reducing the transmission bandwidth
of DML/EML-based optical OFDM signals. The higher the
subcarrier frequency, the poorer the performance.
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To compensate such power fading, we have designed a com-
binational employment of a pre-emphasis algorithm and adap-
tive subchannel modulation. The rationale behind the pre-em-
phasis algorithm is to homogenize the received SNRs across
all subcarriers at the receiver by providing extra power for the
subcarriers with poorer SNRs at the transmitter. The algorithm
operates as follows. At the receiver, we periodically measure
the SNR of all subcarriers, and calculate the pre-emphasis pa-
rameter as , where and are the
SNR’s of the th subcarrier with and without transmissions, re-
spectively. Since SNR is a linear function of the power, and ac-
cording to (7), we arrive at that is closely in inverse pro-
portion to . The amplitude level
for transmitted subcarrier at the transmitter is, then, readjusted
through multiplying it by the square root of its pre-emphasis pa-
rameter, i.e., . Accordingly, to maintain as high per-
formance as that before the transmission, an additional optical
power penalty is needed and approximated as

(8)

Followed by pre-emphasis, we adopt adaptive subchannel
modulation. As will be shown in the next section, we employ
higher order and lower order QAM formats for the subcarriers
with higher and lower SNRs, respectively.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate via experimental results that
VTOPS achieves 40 Gb/s downstream and upstream optical
OFDM-signal transmissions by means of low-cost DML/EML
devices. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6, with four
corresponding electrical spectra displayed in the insets. As
shown in Fig. 6, the experiment consists of three data flows:
1) OLT-Tx to -Rx EML-based 20 km downstream;
2) -Tx to -Rx DML-based 5 km adjacent-ONU
transmission; and 3) -Tx to OLT-Rx EML-based 20 km
upstream. While the downstream traffic from OLT to is
carried via wavelength , the upstream traffic from to
OLT is transported via .
At each of the three transmitters, OLT-Tx, -Tx, and

-Tx, the OFDM signals are generated by an arbitrary
waveform generator (AWG, Tektronix AWG7102) using the
MATLAB program. The block diagram of the OFDM trans-
mitter consists of serial-to-parallel conversion, QAM modula-
tion, inverse fast Fourier transform (FFT), cyclic prefix (CP) in-
sertion, and digital-to-analog conversion. The sampling rate and
digital-to-analog converter resolution of the AWG are 12 GS/s
and 8 bits, respectively. The OFDM signal is generated from
two different OFDM bands (CH1 and CH2 in Fig. 6). In band
1 (CH1), the driving signal is based on a 128 QAM 23.4375-
MSym/s symbol rate that is encoded at subcarriers 6–98 with
a bandwidth of 2.18 GHz. This results in a total data rate of
15.2578Gb/s. In band 2 (CH2), the OFDM signal is based on the
same symbol rate but using 64 QAM. The signal is encoded and
upconverted to 4.406 GHz occupying subcarriers 99–186 and
subcarriers 200–287 constituting a total data rate of 24.75 Gb/s.

Fig. 6. Experimental setup with spectrum illustration. (a) 64 QAM CH2.
(b) 128 QAM CH1. (c) CH2 after upconversion. (d) Combination of CH1 and
CH2.

Since subcarrier-to-subcarrier interference is considerably low
for a fiber transmission of 20 km [18], frequency guard band is
unnecessary. Thus, with a total bandwidth of 6.305 GHz via the
two OFDM bands, it is feasible to use inexpensive matured 10
GHz optical transceiver to achieve a total data rate of 40 Gb/s.
The signals from two bands are aggregated via a directional

coupler and sent to the 10 GHz laser. While an EML is used at
OLT-Tx and -Tx, a DML is used at -Tx. Namely,
when EML is used, the experiment serves for testing the 20
km transmissions of downstream OFDM signal from OLT to

, or 20 km upstream transmissions from to OLT.
When DML is used, the experiment serves for testing the 5 km
transmission of OFDM signal from to . Following
standard 20 km (EML) or 5 km (DML) SMF transmission and
through optical circulators in the RN, the optical OFDM signal
is received via a 8.5 GHz PIN-type photodetector at any of
OLT-Rx, -Rx, and -Rx. A variable optical attenu-
ator (VOA), which is used to emulate the additional optical loss,
is passed through before the optical receiver. After square-law
photo detection, a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO 71254)
captures the waveform based on a 50 GS/s sampling rate and a
3 dB bandwidth of 16 GHz. We, then, use an offline MATLAB
DSP program to demodulate the OFDM signal. The demod-
ulation process includes synchronization, FFT, one-tap equal-
ization, and QAM symbol decoding. From the constellation of
OFDM signals, we measure the SNR and, in turn, calculate the
bit error rate (BER) [19].
As described in Section V, the unbalanced power-fading

problem can be overcome by applying the pre-emphasis algo-
rithm and adaptive subchannel modulation. As shown in Fig. 7,
the blue curve corresponds to the results prior to pre-emphasis
power adjustment. Though some subcarriers maintain relatively
high SNR, the subcarriers located at high frequencies suffer
from RF fading that causes severe SNR degradation. After ap-
plying the pre-emphasis algorithm, as shown in the red curve,
we arrive at a smoother SNR curve and noticeable performance
improvement. We then adopt adaptive modulation across two
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Fig. 7. Subcarrier SNR before and after pre-emphasis.

Fig. 8. SNR and constellation before and after fiber transmissions. (a) EML-
based SNR and constellation. (b) DML-based SNR and constellation.

sets of subcarriers. As shown in the figure, we employ 128
QAM for band 1, and 64 QAM for band 2.
We depict in Fig. 8 the SNR of each subcarrier under back

to back and following 20 km and 5 km SMF transmissions.
The RF fading is intensified when combined with the frequency
chirp from EA modulator [20]. After pre-emphasis, subcarriers
at high frequencies receive better SNR as shown from the blue
line of Fig. 8(a). However, after 20 km transmissions, due to RF
fading, the higher frequency subcarriers undergo poorer SNR.
We also plot the constellation diagrams for band 1 (12 QAM)
and band 2 (64 QAM) before and after transmissions. We ob-
serve that, with adaptive subchannel modulation, clear constel-
lations are maintained after transmissions under both EML and
DML scenarios. Finally, we show in Fig. 9 the BER of DML
and EML under back to back and following 5 km and 20 km
SMF transmissions. Due to 5 km short-distance DML-based

Fig. 9. BER of DML and EML before and after fiber transmissions.

transmissions, the BER after transmissions is as low as that
before transmissions. Both DML and EML results show that
we achieve a BER of less than with acceptable receiving
powers.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a high-performance VTOPS.
Coupled with the use of inexpensive direct modulation,
DML/EML, VTOPS boasts several significant advantages
including high scalability and spectrum efficiency. We also
presented and implemented a neural-fuzzy rate-based MAC
system for governing the dynamic and fair access of bandwidth
over VTOPS. The neural-fuzzy MAC system dynamically
returns the optimal PR and PQS values for all ONUs, satisfying
the given delay requirement and achieving delay fairness
across all ONUs under varying traffic conditions. We presented
theoretical and experimental results to show that the unbal-
anced power-fading problem caused by the use of DML/EML
can be effectively overcome by employing the pre-emphasis
power-adjustment algorithm and adaptive subchannel modu-
lation. Finally, experimental results show that, through optical
circulators in the RN, VTOPS achieves 40 Gb/s downlink (20
km EML transmissions from OLT to the first ONU) and 40
Gb/s uplink (5 km DML transmissions between two adjacent
ONUs, and 20 km EML from the last ONU to OLT).
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